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Election Statement:
One of my key concerns will be to ensure that the so-called BREXIT process will bring
only positive benefits to RIBA members on the European continent, especially those of us
who are Chartered Architects. I regard this as a decisive struggle that we must win.
My candidacy is supported by a career that has taken me from London to the Isle of Wight,
through university positions in York, Belfast and Cameroon, to California, Luxembourg,
Bavaria and the Gulf where, as ATKINS’ Director of Architecture for the Dubai Metro, I
helped launch RIBA’s Gulf Chapter. Thanks to these links, I find it natural to advocate
inclusively across borders of all kinds and will continue this tradition as your councillor.
Obtaining the resources and support that we need from RIBA prompts us to reflect on how
we can take our professional journey to ever higher levels. Here I have three ambitions:ACCESS:- to preserve our rights and recognition, both within and outside the EU, while
showcasing our approach to building healthy, productive communities in liveable cities and
tackling extreme environments of all kinds including those that stem from global warming.
INFLUENCE:- on the political, legal and financial drivers of development, to sustainably
improve the character and outlook of the places and neighbourhoods that we serve.
ENGAGEMENT:- to enlarge our lobby with new allies and members in the EU Region via
locally-focused programs, updates and a “jour fixe” on which to meet within easy reach.
Having initiated the now flourishing RIBA region in the USA, with links to agencies such as
ACE and registration boards, running competitions, working on issues such as reciprocity, I
can attest to the value of mobilising a diverse, happily connected membership and a voice
through which to improve our leverage locally, in government, in our industry and at RIBA.
PERSONAL COMMITMENT
As your councillor I shall behold RIBA to show all due transparency and accountability to
members, while making the difference that matters to our professional future in the EU. See
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/733imew4luq6nvf/AABS14a-T5lH44g1lNph9mAna?dl=0/

